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ABSTRACT

When a continuous signal f(t) ii digitized and then spectrally

analysed, the resultant energy spectral density K(iu) is given as

K(:.o) - |F((D) * D(ID)'| , where F(<JJ) is the exact Fourier transform of f(t),

D(tu) is the exact Fourier transform of the digitization process and *

denotes convolution operation. A notable practical problem in spectral

analysis is how to adequately decouple D(to) from R(w) and hence obtain

the exact energy spectral density 01 f(t), i.e. [F(ui)j , since H(oi) •+• lF(ui)|

only if D(io) -* (5(o>) or (under certain conditions) when D(<n) -+ <5(n>-iu ) or

if D(u>) —* y 6(u-tu ) , where the latter is a sufficiently spaced series of

n
delta functions and ID is constant for a given j.

J
A solution to this problem requires, among others, thorough under-

standing of D(») , how it relates to F(<o) and hence the manner or degree,

to which D(ui) distorts or contaminates F(w) to form R(ui). In this

paper, we have developed exact analytical expressions of D(u) that are

well related to the corresponding F(iu) in the cases when f(t) is a simple

sinusoid as veil as when it is in the form of a more complex function. It

is established that in either of these cases, D(«) is a clear function of

the salient parameters of both f(t) and F(m)-

The contents of this paper are used in Fart II to examine the manner

and extent to which D(w) causes distortions in R(ui) under given conditions,

and also to establish a procedure by vhich such distortions may be decoupled

from a practically computed R{ni). Other related issues such as frequency

shifts in computed power spectra are also discussed therein.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power spectral analysis methods have been popularly used in

interpreting data from atmospheric phenomena [Myrup 1968; Dhanju 1970;

Warner 1970; Rufenach 1972; Chiu 1973; Hall 19T1*; Lilly and Lester l^k;

Hargreaves ana Berry 1976; Ho et al. 1978; Paul 1978; Salby 1978] as well

as terrestrial phemomena [e.g. Filloux 1977]. These methods are also useful

in other areas of science [Ashmore and Gertrude 1977i Bevan and Kullberg 19T8;

Urry et al. 1978; Akaike et al.1978]. Despite their obvious popularity,

spectral analysis methods still present some unquenehed problems, for not

only do computed power spectra of unfiltered data sometimes contain some

detectable distortions [Toman 1965; Chen and Stegen 197U; Allen and

Rabiner 1977], but even power spectra of filtered data sometimes do harbour

unwanted distortions as well [Webster and Lyon 1973]. Some techniques

capable of reducing unwanted irregularities in computed power spectra have

been proposed [e.g. Fougere 1977; Basto and Raitt 1978] and these have contri-

buted to more refinement of spectral analysis. The technique given by Basto

and Raitt [1978] involves rejection of the first and last 15$ of the data

involved.

A summary of the salient histortical developments in spectral

analysis techniques since 1965 helps to expose the problems that are still

unsolved in this field. Since the unveiling of the fast Fourier transform

method by Cooley and Tukey in 1965, computations of finite Fourier trans-

forms of uniformly sampled time series of data have been carried out far

more economically than "before. The new method effectively reduces the

number of operations involved in computing the finite Fourier transform of

If datia points from the previous number I down to N log^ M. Cohran et al.

[1967] have given a detailed review of the fast Fourier transform method.

Owing to the vast usefulness of spectral analysis in different branches of

scientific research, many workers [e.g. Welch, 1967; Cooley et al. 19&9;

Quenby and Sear 1971; Brekke and Petterson 1971; Scourfield et al. 1972;

Davies et al. 1973; Fougere 1974; Brillinger 1975; Lin and Cahill 1975;

Fairfield and Behannon 1976; Martell et al. 1977; Faler and Leibovich 1978;

Manson et al. 1978; Fraedrieh and Bottger 1978] have reported spectrally

analysed results on the basis of the fast Fourier transform or related

algorithms. In attempts to simplify further the load of analysing collections

of data, some electronic data processing instruments like the P-hissa [Saito

1976]t some ionosondes [Bibl and Reinisch 1978], and some spectrum analysers

[Matheson 1978] have been designed and developed whose processing systems

employ the fast Fourier transform algorithm at some stage(s).
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The development of Uif aiaximun tnlropy method (MZ.M) by Burg [:« Chen

ar.d Btegen 197^ ] has aided more refinement to the other pre-existing spectral

analysis teciri.nl£ut?s. A detailed review of the J-IEM has been sjiven by Ulryeh

[1972]. The MEM is simile' in many respects to the autoregreasive spectral

estimation technique [Ulrych and Bishop 1975] which has been usefully applied

in speech and geophysical data analysis [Mru-^1 and Gray 197 3; Radoski et al-

1975]- Compared with conventional spectral power estimation techniques, the

MEM has extra advantage In that there is no necessity for the assumption that

the data extend beyond their actual time limits. Besides, the MEM nas been

observed [Chen and Stegen 197^] to have relatively superior spectral

resolution. However, the MEM and the conventional spectral power estimation

techniques have inaccuracies such a;- •inne,, ssary frequency shifts which depend

on the available data samples, initial, ffiase(s) of the data involved, and

the effective noise levels [Toman 19fiS; Jackson 1967; Chen and Stegen 197It;

Allen and Rabiner 19773- These conclusions were established partly from

analyses of individual sinusoids. Brault and White [1971] have given a

detailed filter technique which can be used to minimise distortion effects

introduced into spectral power of sampled data by noise and observational

smearing. However, application of filtering to data may sometimes introduce

unwanted distortions in the ultimate spectral power estimates. For example,

the use of running mean as a filter to eliminate components at low frequencies

certainly introduces spurious peaks in the ultimate spectral power density

structures [Webster and Lyon 1973] which can lead to gross misinterpretation

of the results in question.

Considerable line splitting and/or frequency shifts can be introduced

into Burg maximum entropy spectra of sine waves by noise alone, but solution

to this problem has teen discussed by Fougere [1977]' Nevertheless, as far

as maximum entropy algorithms are concerned, there are still some problems

that have not been solved [Andersen 1979].

In the actual process of calculating spectral power values for given

discrete time series, assumptions are always made regarding the processes

that generate the time series data. Thereafter, suitable spectral estimation

algorithms [e.g. the moving average algorithm, the autoregressive algorithms,

and the autoregreasive moving average algoritlims] are chosen that "best

match" the assumptions already made. Theoretical tests are used to ensure

attainment of reasonable degree of matching between the algorithm chosen

and the assumptions made regarding the process responsible for generating

the data in question. It should be borne in mind, however, that none of

these theoretical tests is practically satisfactory [Gutovski et al. 1978]

as yet and hence or otherwise basic unsolved problems still linger around
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in connection with the required information (about the d=±ta. generating

process) which i s , in any case, essential for attainment of accurate spectral

power values of the data. Implicitly, complete understanding of the nature,

caujes, serioujr.e^s and solutions of the distortion inaccuracies that fl̂ ci

their way into computed spectral power structures is something s t i l l to be

covetted. More understanding e.s regards this problem would certainly offer

positive contribution to correct interpretation of spectral power estimates.

In this paper we have developed exact analytical expressions for the

Fourier transforms of the "digitisation processes" involved when signals of

given forms are spectrally analysed. More significantly, it is shown that

these expressions (which have dominant role in computed spectral energy

densities under certain conditions) have interesting features which are

dictated by several parameters of the signals themselves. In previous

analyses (e.g. see above), it was shown that the initial phase(s) in sinusoids

can cause or influence distortions in the respective power spectra. It is

shown here that the difference between the initial and final phases of each

fundamental frequency component in data does have influence on distortions

in the respective pouer spectra.

II. COMPUTED ENERGY SPECTRAL DENSITIES OF CERTAIN DATA FORMS

In this section different forms of continuous signals are analysed,

each in turn. It is assumed that each signal is sampled or digitized from

t = 0 up to t = (H-l)k + s , where

s = duration of each datum recording,

k m. time interval between any two adjacent recordings, and

N = total number of data samples so collected.

The sampled data from each signal are then spectrally analysed after which

possible distortions therein are pointed out and discussed.

2.1. Constant signal

Let a signal a(t) with constant amplitude be digitized as

explained above. The data samples digitised from t = 0 up to t = (JI-l)k + s

are represented by D (t) uhich is given as
0

N - 1

n = 0

r(nk) (1)
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where r(nk) = 1 for nk ̂  t i nk +• s,

= 0 (or undefined) elsewhere, and a (t) is the continuous

portion of a(t) between t = 0 and t = (IT-I)k + s . Mote that la (t)| = a
1 l

If we denote a convolution operation by * and the Fourier transform of Dn(t)

by D I(ID), then the exact Fourier transform of a^t) (here denoted by F (»>))

and the latter are related through the equation

|D (ID) I = F (ID) * l '

.2
= 1.

For very long stretches of a (t), F (ID) actually approaches

A 6(D) (where A is a constant), and in this case the ideally expected form

of be |A <5(u)j. However, according to E(J. (2) above,

the actually computed |D (u)| under the stated conditions would for values

of H not sufficiently large, approach the form

9 exp(iTTSw) exp[i(H-l)Trku]

The latter expression would be a distorted form of the ideally accurate form

of D (ID)] (i.e. JA 6(u)j) especially if H is not sufficiently large

arid k is not sufficiently small. A most notable distortion in this case

would be frequency spreading (in |D (u)|) around ID = 0 followed by small

structures in the neighbourhood of the latter point. This result is

obviously well known and is not of particular interest ta us here.

2,2 Sinusoidal signal

Consider an arbitrary sinusoidal signal that has time-dependent

Ejr.r.-ii;,ude f(t) and period d ( > 2k). A total of N sampled records of

:\i; are made between t = 0 and t = (H-l)k + s. Besides, let <f>i (< 2n)

and ? (< 2n) be the initial and ending phases of the digitized portion

f (t) of f(t). If the latter is digitized as already explained, the overall

data obtained may be represented by P (t) such that (e.g. see appendix)

p = X [ n = 0

h(t) g(pk + ndQ)

where g(pk + nd ) = 1 for pk + ndQ ̂  t ^ pk + ndQ + s,

= 0 (or ijndefined) elsewhere,

. I 0 • nZ =
e

Xk - a

and

o(< k) = constant

B(< k) = constant

H = number of full wavelengths in fQ(t),

h(t) = 0 for all (XM - 1) k + s >, pk + ndQ

= 1 for all (XM - 1) k + a < pk + ndQ

It is noted that M = MX + Z. Nou let Pg

denote the Fourier transforms of P (t) and

and F(u), respectively,

( t ) - Cta Fourier trans-

forming both sides of Eq.(3) we get

Pg(oj) •= F(ID) * A s exp(iirsu) exp[i(H-l)ndQa)] exp[i(X-l)Trk

3 l a ( M T ' d o " )

sin(nd (D)

+• s exp(insuj) exp(i2TrXuj) exp [ i (X-l) tikm ] sin( ustp) sin(Znkip) L
IISID sindrku) j

If the frequency of f(t) is aQ, and if fQ(t) stretches fairly

considerably with respect to time, then F(u) will Lend to closely approach

c_ i(w-<ii-) where c^ is a constant. In fact the latter is what would be

ideally expected. But if X and M are not sufficiently large, the

widths of the lobes in the Fourier transform of the "digitization process"
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would be much larger than the width of F(o>) so that Eq.(l*) approximates

into the form

exp[i(M-l):rdoiii ] exp( i U - l

sinC'fKto ) s i r

IU a i n [ i d u )

c L> exp^insw ) expC i27:X[1i, ) exp[ i ( Z- l

s i n {11 su ) sin( ZisltjjJ1 i

(5)

where w = 'JJ -

2
I t is clear that ]Po('ji)j ' as derived from Bq.(5)

contains peajis, valleys and frpqueney-broadeiiings which are a l l dis tort ions

since they are absent from the ideally correct form of |F(UI) | , that- i s ,
2

merely j cQ S((D-d)0}j . Details regarding these distort ions are given in

Part I I .

2.3 A signal of arbitrary form

In actual research, the signals encountered are often more complex

than those discussed in (2.1) and (?.2) above. Thus a practically T.ore

useful analysis has to involve a tore generalized form of a signal.

Let us consider an arbitrary signal represented in the tiiae domain by

P(t). In arc attempt to compute the spectral energy density of P(t), the

latter is sampled at uniform interval;; k in such a uzy that the total number

of the sampled data is 11. Thus the sampled data form a quasi-continuous

function P (t), where t varies from 0 in steps up to (N-l)k + s. Let the

time 1'jir.ain spectral components of F(t) be denoted by the functions

A. (u. ) as given in the matrix

JQ JQ

where the first column gives the fundamental components present, while the

other columns give the respective harmonics present in the signal. Thus

each row has one fundamental component and the corresponding harmonics.

Implicitly, there are a total of J fundamental components denoted in the

form A , 1 (
t u j 1 ) '

 a n d that t n e maximum possible number of harmonics any of the

fundamental components can have is Q. We define additional symbols as

follows:

$ = initial phase (in Pn(t)) of A . (OJ.. ),
J u ji Ji

Pj = ending phase (i:i PQ(t)} of A (UJ ),

T, - period of A (ID ) , and
J J ̂  J ̂>

M. = total number of full wavelengths of A,1(w,1) in PQ(t).

In addition, the symbols X , B and H (t) are defined by the following

J J J
e quat i on s: where a. < k,

J

and

2^7 + ej w h e r e &j "= k

H(t) = 0 for all (X M - l)k + s •>, pk + nT
J J J

= 1 for all (X.H - l)k + s < pk + nT
J J J

data
After digitization as already explained, the/obtained may be represented by

P.tt) which is civen as (see appendix):
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M . - l

s ( p k

p = 0 11 = 0

X +B - 1 M - 1

(6)

Let P^Ciu) and Pjdii) be the F-ur :-;r transforms of P Q ( t ) and P ( t ) ,

r e spec t ive ly . On Fourier transforming the l a s t equat ion, we obtain

j = 1

where G (<u) = Fourier transform of
J

Z * J J '

q = 1

(T)

A ((n ) and
J 1 J<1

iirati)) exp[i(M -l)-nT,iu] exp[ l(X.-l)nls
0 J J

sin(irT u) sin(Trkw)
J

iTTsoj) exp(i2nX to) exp[i (Z.- l ) i rku]
J J

s in (VT km)

Serious distortions in the computed JP, Cm)| will occur when a fairly long

stretch of signal is analysed (ajid M and X are not large enough) because
J J

in this case the peaks in the structure of |G (u) | (unlike those in |R*(OJ)

will approach delta functions so that we have

if "1

HI = 1
(8)
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I f we t h e n i n s e r t E q . ( 8 ) i n t o Eq. (7) we o b t a i n t h e e q u a t i o n

J =

j = 1

a R,(W. ) , where W = ui - oj
J r a J m

c
j = 1

m = 1 (9)

The most ideal form of one would like to obtain is a spectrum

that contains delta narrow peaks at frequencies us = > w . Although

the expression given on the right-hand side of Eq,(9) above obviously yields

peaks at all these frequencies, these peaks are most likely to be unusually

frequency-broadened, and also there are obviously other unwanted peaks present

at other fre 1 j«?n<-i fa. These distortions in |PI(OJ)| depend very much on

the sizes of parameters M , X , Z and s, and the nature of |R.(<D) |.
J J 0 J

This emphasizes the extreme difficulty with which an accurate estimation of

the power spectrum of a signal (whose actual power spectrum has sharp peaks)

is achieved.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that when a signal (whose exact Fourier transform

consists of extremely narrow peaks) is digitised and spectrally analysed, the

energy spectrum so computed is likely to be dominated by the energy spectrum

of the digitisation process. This is always the case, especially when certain

parameters in the latter are not extremely large. Domination of the computed

energy spectrum by the energy spectrum of the digitization process means that

some distortions are effectively introduced into the exact form of the energy

spectrum of the signal. This means that what one computes in this case

is the energy spectrum of the signal intermingled with distortions.
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we have derive::! exact expressions cf digi t '['^:±".io'i r?roet£i:^s for thriie

for:;i3 of signals. We have shown th^t for a ^ ves comciox oig^ai riscic up -̂ r'

sinusoidal signals {vita or without, haraonics) the corresponding digitisation

process (a:;d hence its Fourier transform) is a function of the i'ol lowing

parameters :

i , .'iL- ^otai number of lata points uiiucr analysis;
: ' ; .- .̂ ength of the time "in which each datum is recorded;

i] ; i L,-.t totaj nurabers of full wavelengths of the fur.damental

component*; in the whole stretch of the data;

iv) the difference between the ini t ial and final jinases of each

fundamental component prv.•:e:>t in the data. It had been found

earlier [Ulrycii 1972; Ciu -1. - Ktegen 19T1) ] that the in i t ia l

phase of a sinusoid does have sane influence on the location

of the expected peak in the respective power spectrum;

v) the (common) time distance between adjacent samples of the dataj

vi) the overall number of data points in each wavelength stretch of

each fundamental component present in the data.

and

The relationships summarised above can be used to obtain useful details

regarding distortions introduced into computed power spectra due to "dominant

influence" of the corresponding sampling processes.
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APPENDIX

Let a complex function F(t) be recorded and digitised (or sampled)

from t = 0 up to t = (E-l) t + s, where t is the time distance between

adjacent data samples and s is the duration of each datum. We denote by

FQ(t) and F ^ U ) , repectJ.vely, the continuous portion of F(t) between

t = 0 arid t - (3-1) t + s, and the quasi-continuous function formed by

the data samples taken from F(t) in the manner mentioned.

Suppose that the function is made up of fundamental frequency

A (t), A

harmonic components denoted respectively by

a r e fQ1> fQ2>.. . ,fQV,The frequencies of A ^ t ) , A2(t),..

respectively, ana the frequency of the arbitrary harmonic component

is fgju&j^. where h ^ is an integer. Let the time-dependent function X(j(W)

be defined as follows:

X d ( W ) = 1 f o r W 4 t £ W + s

= 0 (or undefined) elsewhere. (A.I)

Clearly both F (t) and F (t) are related by the equation

H - 1

Fd ( t ) =
n = 0

N - 1

= Al(t)

n = 0

N - 1

n = 0

M - 1 N - 1

A 2 ( t ) .
n = 0 n = 0
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H - 1 N - 1Vs(t) 1 -Vnto>
•1 = 0 n = 0

H - 1

ti = 0 n = 0

H - 1

W W (A.2)

a = 0

How we assume "that:

M1 = number of full wavelengths of the component A (t) in
 F
Q(t)

E, = number of data samples per wavelength of A (t) in F (t) ,

$. = magnitude of the difference between the initial and final

phases of A.(t) in FQ(t).

Thus Eq.. (A.2) may be written in the form

p = 0 n = 0

En /mi - i - 1

-7 ^

H - E J-1

p = 0 n = 0

Wl"
31 = 1

1 E - I ML - 1tz

N -

m = 1

x d ( ( H iV 1 ) t o + m t o )

n/hllf01)

- EM

-13-

I
0 n = 0

n/h21fQ 2)

- l ) t Q

m = 1

p = 0 n = 0

- 1 M..HV1 - 1

p = 0 n = 0

m = 1

m = 1

(A2(t)

p = 0 n = 0

p = n = 0

0 n =• 0

Z.
n = 0

p = 0 n = 0

Xd(pto+n/foy)eCpto+n/fQV)

n = 0

(A. 3)
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where

E./hjm - 1 M.hjm - 1
E. - 1 M. - 1

p = 0 n = 0

Xd(pto+n/hjmfo.)

p = 0 n = 0

and the parameters C ,C^,...,C are defined generally by the equation

H - 1

Fd(t)

n = 0

which is already given above. This equation may be written in the form

Bq. (A.3) i" equivalent to j,q.(6) and can also be trimmed down to the

equivalence of Eq.(3) by r.-Implifice.ti<v;>. If F1 denotes the Fourier transform

operator, 2q,(A.3) may be transformed into the form

E.-l M,-l

, ! O t •••) * *"

p = 0 n = 0

~ 1 M. - 1

j

Vpto
p = E n = 0

J

Uow if we collect the terios that are harmonically related together,

we can express F,(t) in the following equivalent form:

Fd(t)

[A2(t)

n/fQ j) (A.U)

where e is a function of time. Each member of the last group of terms

on the right-hand aide of Hq.(A.lt) gives the contribution of the "mismatching"

in F (t) of the initial and final phases of the respective fundamental

frequency component. If the power spectrum of the digitization process

dominates in some computed power spectrum, then the contribution (in the

computed spectrum) of tiiia misiiiutching for an arbitrary value of j would

be the existence of secondary •laxinin, at frequencies given by the equation

(2n + 1) (A.5}

where n = 1 ,^ ,3 , . . . According to Eq.(A.5), a peak would possibly1 form close

ifted from the l a t t e r . The position of the pe

tends towards 2TT , but i t s closest position

to j> = f but certainly shifted from the l a t t e r . The position of the peak

approaches tjj = f ̂ . as ( j : .

to ID = JEV. would be at io= 1.5 f . Apart from the peak closest to

UJ = f|~,<> other peaks are expected to form as indicated by Eq..(A.5).

Alternatively, we can develop the proof given above on the basis

of the steps outlined below. We start with the equation

(A.6)

where • denotes convolution operation,

A

B = time-dependent series function (̂  a simple single delta function)

Xd(0),

and
IJ = time-dependent series function (^ a simple single delta function).
J

The last equation i s , in fact, equivalent to Eq.(A.3) only that the terms

involving convolution operations in the former equation have not been converted

into the equivalent forms shown in the l a t t e r equation.

We notice that if 1/t—, l/fQ2>... ,l/fQV had a least common multiple,

- 1 6 -



Fd(t) = FQ(t) {[A * 6c(Mc>Ec,Cc)t)j •.Oc(Mc,Ec,Cc,t)}

- FQ(t) { A * [6c(Mc,Ec,Cc,t) * fic(Mc,Ec,Cc,t)]} (A.7)

where the subscript C is related to T in the similar manner that a

If the brackettedsubscript j($V) in Eq,(A.6) is related to T = l/fQ..

terms in the last equation are expanded out and at the same time F (t) is

made equal to f (t), then the resultant equation would be exactly equal to

Eq.(3) in the text.
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